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Executive Summary
Problem Statement
The National Greyhound Association and American Greyhound Council are facing
challenges with public perception that greyhound racing is inhumane—impacting
not only the economic sustainability of the sport but resulting in the need to vastly
improve the publics’ interest, the number of race tracks and events operating and
the overall growth of the sport via management, media and membership.
Campaign Message, Goals and Objectives
The message we want to consistently iterate is that greyhound racing is an
enjoyable and humane sport and activity, on and off the tracks. There are three
goals. One: To enhance the appreciation for the sport of greyhound racing by men
and women ages 18 to 30. Two: To increase the relationship between Millennials
and the sport of greyhound racing. Three: To establish a greater local and online
presence for greyhound racing.
Target Publics
This campaign focuses primarily on males and females, ages 18 to 30, are currently
enrolled in a college or university and have minor knowledge of the world of greyhound
racing. Our other publics consist of people who are not enrolled in higher education,
people older than 30, those who have knowledge about the sport and are involved in the
racing community and people in the communities near all targeted race tracks.
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Strategy and Tactics
A number of strategies will be implemented to execute the goals of this campaign.
A traditional news strategy will be used via PSAs for radio and broadcast news,
hosting informal informative events, utilizing YouTube and other video-friendly
Through corporate sponsorships, alliances with local businesses near current track
locations, along with creating collegiate ties with campuses nearby, new avenues
of both awareness and support can be created to increase the attendance and
support of greyhound racing events and tournaments. As the primary target public
of this campaign is males and females ages 18-30, establishing a local and online
presence is paramount not only in reaching this audience but also in connecting
and hearing back from them, as well.
Timeline
The campaign will run from January 1-December 31, 2015
Budget
We have included both a high and low budget.
The high budget totals at $125,000.08. The low budget totals at $96,555.08.
Evaluation
Evaluation requires a consistent month to month evaluation of whether followers
were gained, press releases were released, events held, feature stories completed
excreta.
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Research
Problem Statement
The National Greyhound Association and American Greyhound Council are facing
challenges with public perception that greyhound racing is inhumane—impacting not
only the economic sustainability of the sport but resulting in the need to vastly improve
the publics’ interest, the number of race tracks and events operating and the overall
growth of the sport via management, media and membership.

Situation Analysis
Current Situation
The National Greyhound Association and American Greyhound Council’s current
situation is that both of the organizations are experiencing a decline in numbers in terms
of tracks that are registered and operating, individual membership from both dog owners
and kennel operators and overall spectator and wagering participation. They are in a
severe need of rebranding and reconstructing the greyhound racing sport so that it appeals
more to today’s society, particularly younger generations, ages 18-30.

Circumstances Affecting Current Situation
There are a few circumstances that are contributing to the current situation:
I.

Major opponents affecting the organization such as Grey2k and PETA give
individuals, who do not know about the sport, an impression that greyhound racing
is inhumane and dogs are treated unethically—deeming greyhound racing as a
“cruel sport.”

I.

Other forms of gambling such as casino-style gambling, slot machines and
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electronic games have taken precedence over greyhound racing. The only reason
that greyhound racing exists in some places is because of legislation or a need for
“live” racing.
II.

While social media isn’t required by law to run a business, not enough attention
and time is spent on social media platforms as a form of publicity, or as a tool to
provide people with updates within the organization. The lack of a social media
presence deprives publics with a common platform to establish a need (or want) or
engage in social group interaction that supports their interest in greyhound racing.

III.

Tracks are few and far between. A large number of tracks have closed in the last
25 years—significantly plummeting from 59 to 22. Fewer tracks equates to less
members as well.

Significance of Current Situation
This situation that the NGA, AGC and the greyhound racing sport are facing is both an
opportunity and an obstacle. It’s an obstacle in the sense that interests, support and
greyhound racetracks have been on a constant decline, but today is a great opportunity to
change these perceptions by counteracting negative perceptions, bringing greyhound
racetracks back to life and combatting myths taken towards the viability and longevity of
the sport.
The significance of NGA and AGC’s situation is the countless number of myths and
negative perceptions toward greyhound racing that have surfaced in the last 15 years.
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Contrary to it all, greyhounds were born to run, and running is what they do best. It keeps
them young, alive and vibrant. As greyhound racing declines, this forces dogs to return to
the only place they have to go—back to their kennels. Why would we let this happen?
Another reason for the significance in the organizations’ current situation is much more
effort could be put into attracting a specific target audience, the younger generation
through opportunistic events, exposure repetition and social media. This reconstructive
process is only in its early stages because not enough attention has been given to this
problem, but this campaign proposal can be a major contributing factor for the success of
the process.
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Organization Analysis

The National Greyhound Association, once known as the National Coursing
Association, was established in 1906 and moved its headquarters to Abilene, Kansas, in
1945. The name of the organization officially became the National Greyhound
Association in 1972. The organization, which is a non-profit organization designated as a
501(c)(6), is responsible for registering and breeding the greyhounds that participate in
greyhound races and functions under the laws of Kansas.
Keeping the integrity of the sport of greyhound racing in mind, the organization carefully
keeps track of the bloodline for each dog and maintains as a top functioning program for
breeding these animals. In addition to keeping track of the bloodlines, the NGA holds the
oldest documents that exist in America for breeding greyhounds.
The American Greyhound Council’s primary role is to work exclusively with breeders,
tracks, adoption groups, regulators and elected officials to ensure health and safety of all
greyhounds both on and off the tracks. The organization, formed in 1987, was established
to manage greyhound research, welfare and the adoption programs vital to the greyhound
racing community. For both The American Greyhound Council and the National
Greyhound Association, a joint effort is made to ensure that all care-taking aspects of
greyhounds are at their best potential. According to the AGC’s website, the NGA is
expanding its involvement in the humane care mandate by a far stretch. It is now making
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tougher penalties for the mistreatment and neglect of the greyhounds. If found guilty for
these actions toward the animals, members will suffer a lifetime expulsion.
With this new mandate, members are not only are responsible for the welfare and care of
greyhounds, but all animals. It is vastly important to the NGA and AGC that all animals
are treated with the best care and will always strive for the improvements.
The Greyhound Project is a project set up for people who are interested in adopting a
greyhound. Potential prospects go through a lengthy process and are given questions
regarding their living situations and how much room they have for the dog they plan to
adopt. There is also an interview process to further measure the personality of the future
owners. Depending on the agency’s rules and regulations, the applicants will either be
approved or declined. Most agencies will not allow the greyhounds to go to homes with
toddlers, cats, or homes without fencing.
The AGC is one of the organizations involved in the Greyhound Project. As a
contributor, they provide grants for agencies to help with the well-being of the animals
and emergency situations that may arise. They also provide an adoption hot-line for any
questions with regard to adoption. Additionally, the AGC has special events and
conferences for the greyhounds in the adoption agencies.

Internal Environment
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Performance

The National Greyhound Association operates as a nonprofit organization 501(c)(6). The
American Greyhound Council operates as a non-profit organization as well. The NGA is
the sole registry organization for the greyhound racing industry. It was founded in 1906
and grew and developed a lot in the 1970s. The industry, at whole, reached its peak in the
1990s. From the 2000s to date, both organizations have seen a decrease in the number of
tracks in operation and have lost a significant number of staff and audience attendance
due to what appears to be a weakening of positive public perception, impressed upon by
competitors, and the loss of interest in greyhound racing as other forms of entertainment
have taken precedence.

Niche

What sets The National Greyhound Association and American Greyhound Council apart
from other game racing events is the genuine care for the animals both inside and outside
of the racetracks. Gambling is one aspect of the industry, while the adoption of retired
dogs is another aspect. Additionally, the non-scheduled inspections of kennel owners,
breeders, trainers and adoptive agencies and the banned for life for regulation violations
sets the greyhound racing industry apart from other racing industries.
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Structure

The NGA has a mission to attract a loyal fan base, create awareness and raise necessary
funds for success. Their staffing is limited to a small group of individuals, some who
work on a volunteer basis. The NGA and AGC staffs a public relations professional who
works closely with the executive management to help in the decision-making processes
of the organizations and provide a consistent communicative strategy for the company.
More staff, funds and time could be implemented to improve the structure of both
organizations.
Ethical Base

As mentioned, the NGA and AGC have strict regulations in place to maintain the
integrity and welfare of the greyhound dogs and the racing industry. A special inspection
program exists to ensure that shelter, hygiene of the dogs and the methods used to breed,
train and race are fair and ethical.

Public Perception
Visibility

For the most part, many citizens nationwide are unfamiliar with the NGA and AGC and
the efforts both organizations put forth to maintain the organization as it is today. More
notably, many, especially the proposed target market of this campaign, adults ages 18-30,
are unaware that greyhound racing even exists as a sport. As the sport has declined, so
have its audience, racetracks and the organization’s public perception. Moreover, the
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organization lacks a social media presence. A NGA Facebook page does exist, but it only
averages about one or two posts each month. The organization also has website with
greyhound racing news and updates, but the site is difficult to navigate through as it has a
plethora of information available with no stand out Web page elements.
Reputation

Because of the information impressed upon the audience by its opponents such as
Grey2K and PETA, the NGA, AGC and the greyhound racing brand face challenges with
its sport being deemed as animal cruelty. Such a brand reputation of unethical practices
has led to the decline in audience participation thus the number of tracks still operating.
Tracks have plummeted from 59 to 22. Both the NGA and AGC fear that such perception
will lead to the notion that greyhound racing is dead, and the industry is well into the
past.
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External Environment
Supporters

NGA and AGC have two major supporters: Racing PROud and the United
Greyhound Association.
Racing PROud is a huge supporter and sponsor of greyhound racing. They are a new
organization established in early 2013. Racing PROud has an interesting story that all
started with a 2012 Super Bowl commercial featuring a French Bulldog in Sketchers
racing against aerodynamic greyhound dogs. This raised concerns with Grey2K, an
opponent of greyhound racing, who advocated not only to stop greyhound racing, but
pushed against Sketcher’s shoes as well. Racing PROud formed as a result to combat the
negative comments that stemmed from this publicity, as their main goal is to educate and
promote the sport in a positive matter. While a supporter of greyhound racing, their
relationship with NGA and AGC is limited and underdeveloped in terms of working
hand-in-hand with their efforts.
United Greyhound Racing, developed by Erik Koltz and Laird Morgan, seeks to represent
and revitalize all sides of the sport of greyhound racing through leadership. Living by the
company motto, “Without U, There Is No US,” the organization includes each and
everyone of their members as contributors to the sport and works with every aspect of the
greyhound sport, including tracks, welfare and interest and support with technology.
Competitors
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NGA and AGC has three mentionable competitors: racinos and casinos and horse
racing.
Racinos especially have been a major competitor against greyhound racetracks, doubling
the number of locations of greyhound racing sites. Racinos also bring in more money
than live racing. With racinos bringing in a lot of profit, many states have gotten rid of
live racing all together to be able to provide more space and location for racinos, which in
turn contribute to the prosperity of their state.
Casinos, a very popular form of entertainment, are more diverse in the locations where
they operate and the varied types of gambling that they offer within the casino lounge.
Horse racing is a smaller competitor of greyhound racing compared to racinos but still a
major competitor. According to the USA Horse Racing List on officalusa.com, there are
approximately one hundred horse race tracks in the U.S. That’s 82 more tracks than those
of greyhound racing.
Opponents

NGA and AGC has three major opponents: PETA, Grey2K and ASPCA
PETA is one of the top opponents of greyhound racing and was founded in 1980.
Advocates of PETA began to really speak out against dog racing in the 1990s. The PETA
organization regularly posts articles pertaining to the cruelty of racing greyhounds. PETA
claims that greyhound racing is unacceptable and that the racing industry treats dogs like
running machines and not living beings. They also claim that thousands of greyhounds
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die each year due to mistreatment and horrible sickness and diseases. While they do
support the adoption of greyhounds, especially retired greyhounds, they protest against
racing, due to their belief that ending greyhound racing will end greyhound cruelty. Many
PETA workers will attend greyhound racing sites and hand out leaflets to people
attending the races.
Grey2K, another major opponent founded in 2001, believes that dog racing is cruel and
inhumane. Some of their major claims are that the dogs are confined all their lives, suffer
serious injuries, are fed meat from dying and diseased livestock and are killed when they
are no longer needed for racing. Grey2K workers actively participate in lobbying for
legislation to end greyhound racing with the help of PETA and other anti-racing
organizations.
ASPCA, the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, was founded in
1866. In recent years, the ASPCA’s major argument against greyhound racing is that
greyhounds are extremely overworked. They also lash out against the greyhound
industry, saying that thousands of greyhounds are killed each year if they do not have
good enough racing potential. Their utmost goal is to make more and more people aware
of what they call “the horror of the [greyhound racing] sport.”
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SWOT Analysis (Text)
Skip to the next page to see a visual of the SWOT Analysis found below.

Strengths:






Strong niche and industry presence
Support from existing members (dedicated volunteers and workers)
Strong background and history of the organization
Active website
Inspection program with strict regulatory policies

Weaknesses:








Low budget
Limited resource
No social media presence
Lack of support
Lack of publicity
Understaffed
Outdated information

Opportunities:






Appeal to new publics and young generations
Create a social media presence
Enhance the brand to modify perceptions
Generate more publicity
New breeders, new kennels

Threats:







Other forms of gambling
o (lottery, scratch offs, slot machines, poker, blackjack, roulette)
Other forms of sports racing
o (i.e. horse racing)
Other forms of entertainment
Anti-racing organizations (i.e. Grey2K)
Decline of tracks in operation
Awareness of sport
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SWOT Analysis (Visual)

Strengths:








Strong niche and industry presence
Support from existing members
(dedicated volunteers and workers)
Strong background and history of
the organization
Active website
Inspection program with strict
regulatory policies

Opportunities:

Weaknesses:








Threats:









Appeal to new publics and young
generations
Create a social media presence
Enhance the brand to modify
perceptions
Generate more publicity
New breeders, new kennels
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Low budget
Limited resource
No social media presence
Lack of support
Lack of publicity
Understaffed
Outdated information (media kits)

Other forms of gambling
 (lottery, scratch offs, slot
machines, poker, blackjack,
roulette)
Other forms of sports racing
 (i.e. horse racing)
Other forms of entertainment
Anti-racing organizations
 (i.e. Grey2K)
Decline of tracks in operation
Awareness of sport
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Public Analysis

The “Between the Grey Lines” Campaign, focuses primarily on males and females, ages
18 to 30, are currently enrolled in a college or university and have minor knowledge of
the world of greyhound racing. Our other publics consist of people who are not enrolled
in higher education, people older than 30, those who have knowledge about the sport and
are involved in the racing community and people in the communities near all targeted
race tracks. This second group of publics will be informed by radio PSA’s, print ads,
social media/websites and events.

Primary Research
To assess our public’s perception of greyhound dogs, racing and gambling as a whole, we
conducted a convenience sample where men and women 18 to 30, the proposed target
audience we suggest specifically for Between the Grey Lines campaign efforts, were
asked 11 questions (Appendix A).
A total of 106 responses were collected, some acquired our online survey through Survey
Monkey, but the majority of responses were received through paper surveys. We used the
Survey Monkey software program to combine all the results, which gave a complete
summary of all the findings (Appendix B) and illuminated a few specific notes of interest
for the client and the campaign, which are listed below.
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Questions Asked
1. What forms/types of gambling do you participate in? Choose all that apply.
2. How would you report your frequency of any form of gambling?
3. How many people do you know that own a greyhound dog?
4. How much do you know about greyhound racing?
5. How did you become educated about greyhound racing? Choose all that apply.
6. Have you ever attended a greyhound racing event? If yes, please state the location.
7. What promotions would likely encourage you to attend a greyhound racing event?
8. Rate your likelihood of attending a greyhound race in the future?
9. How open are you to adopting a retired, greyhound racing dog?
10. Please select your gender.
11. Please select your age range.
Survey Results of Interest
Of all the participants:
● Forty-six percent were male│53% female│1% who preferred not to answer
● Less than 40% of participants knew anything about greyhound racing
○ Of those, 13% gained knowledge from sources other than friends/family,
websites and blogs:
○ 50% from television/media
○ 8% from Southland
○ 8% from class
○ 8% from racing events
○ 33% gave no specific answer
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● Only 8% have actually attended a greyhound racing event
○ 44% visited Southland│33% at a Florida track │11% Virginia │11% not
specified
● Fourty-nine percent would either adopt or would be interested in adopting a
greyhound
○ 49%----56% were female│44% males
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[What promotions would most likely interest you to come?]

[How much do you know about greyhound racing?]
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[How did you become educated about greyhound racing?]

The “Between the Grey Lines” Campaign, focuses primarily on males and females, ages
18 to 30, are currently enrolled in a college or university and have minor knowledge of
the world of greyhound racing as this fits the millennial profile. Our other publics consist
of people who are not enrolled in higher education, people older than 30, those who have
knowledge about the sport and are involved in the racing community and people in the
communities near all targeted race tracks.
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Our survey results indicate the need to generate more awareness of the greyhound racing
industry as a whole. As publics learn more about the industry, marketing and promotional
efforts will be more effective in generating interest and provoke attendance, if not
involvement, within future racing events. The key is to understand why publics are
unfamiliar with the industry and evaluate the reasons why they are not involved.

The complete summary of all the survey results can be found on Appendix B.
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Strategy
As stated in the situation analysis, the negative perceptions of the National Greyhound
Association and the American Greyhound Council are increasing due to issues raised by
groups that question the welfare of the greyhound breed, newer generations who are
unaware of the sport and the gradual decline shown by tracks closing. The need to
revamp the image of greyhound racing and to grow its presence has become a priority in
hopes of producing a larger audience to become aware, attentive and appreciative of
greyhound racing events.
After conducting primary and secondary research, the PR House’s desired future state is
to influence a positive interest in, and to generate more awareness for, greyhound races
among people ages 18-30. To do so we have proposed the campaign, Between the Grey
Lines, a yearlong campaign to build a more favorable look into the world of greyhound
racing on and off the tracks.
Within this strategy report, you will find the overarching goals and objectives of Between
the Grey Lines and the strategies, which go into further depth on how the campaign’s
goals and objectives can be executed.
Last, is a branding statement as to why Between the Grey Lines campaign theme, the
tagline, “Greyt Runners,” and the slogan “We’re Fast…We’re Loving…We’re Greyt.”
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are all tactical tools in helping to reflect a positive attitude upon the audience and restore
the greyhound racing industry through specific traditional, social and communication
strategies.
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Goals, Objectives and Strategies
Goal 1 (Reputation): To enhance the appreciation for the sport of greyhound racing by

men and women ages 18 to 30.
Objective 1 (Awareness): Increase the positive media, circulating about greyhound racing,

by 30 percent by December 2015.
Strategy 1: By creating PSAs for radio and broadcast news, hosting informal informative

events, utilizing YouTube and other video-friendly sites and connecting with other progreyhound racing entities, NGA can educate people about the history of greyhound
racing, highlight their role as the parent registry organization and influence the
acceptance levels of their audience by showcasing the humane aspects of the greyhound
racing community.
Goal 2 (Relationship): To increase the relationship between Millennials and the sport of

greyhound racing.
Objective 1 (Attendance): Increase attendance by 25 percent at major tracks i.e.,

Southland, by December 2015, by educating and informing the proposed target through
traditional media and social media.
Strategy 2: Through corporate sponsorships, alliances with local businesses near current

track locations, along with creating collegiate ties with campuses nearby, new avenues of
both awareness and support can be created to increase the attendance and support of
greyhound racing events and tournaments. Furthermore, it will help to generate more
exposure of the sport as a new and preferred form of sports gaming, entertainment and/or
gambling to reach the goal of a 25% attendance increase.
Goal 3 (Task): To establish a greater local and online presence for greyhound racing.
Objective 1 (Action): Create new social media accounts on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram

and YouTube with at least 1,000 followers for each by December 2015.
Strategy 2: As the primary target public of this campaign is males and females ages 18-

30, establishing a local and online presence is paramount not only in reaching this
audience but also in connecting and hearing back from them, as well.
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Between the Grey Lines Theme Statement
The title and the theme of our proposed campaign is Between the Grey Lines, which is a
strategic effort to help demonstrate how the greyhound racing sport operates inside and
outside of the racing tracks by covering each important facet that comprises greyhound
racing as a whole.
Campaign Message
Greyhound racing is an enjoyable and humane sport and activity, on and off the tracks.
Why BTGL?
As it relates to all three goals, but primarily the reputation goal, our campaign initiative is
to generate more awareness of not only greyhound racing events, but to also ensure that
our target audience is aware of developments that take place prior, during and after the
dog has finished the race. It’s important to present a clear and consistent message to the
public, which is what this theme and our traditional, social and communication strategies
all focus on. Our overall goal is to obtain success in assisting men and women ages 18-30
be able to recognize and understand “the dog’s world” in relation to the greyhound racing
sport, which is achievable by establishing a more personal relationship between a
greyhound dog and a human, emphasizing what goes on behind-the-scenes before, during
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and after the greyhound races and to have a better understanding of the greyhound racing
sport in general.
NGA and AGC, the professionals such as kennels that are involved, personal stories of
greyhound dog owners, available adoption opportunities, alliances with other pro-racing
organizations, current news, general feature stories as they relate to the greyhound racing
sport and other output that allows the NGA and the AGC to control and monitor its
perception gained from media, which includes proactively rebutting the ideals of their
opponents through active messages.
Tagline and Slogan
The theme will utilize the tagline, “Greyt runners,” and the slogan. “We’re Fast…We’re
Loving…We’re Greyt.” Both the tagline and the slogan will be accentuated throughout
the campaign’s entirety, but will be largely introduced on the proposed T-shirt and
showcased throughout all media placements.
Theme Colors and Logo
Navy blue and grey are the two distinguished colors in our campaign theme. The logo
consists of a hand-sketched photo constructed by our creative director, Jasmine Liggins,
of a greyhound in action.
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Media and Communication Strategies
Between the Grey Lines will utilize a traditional media strategy, a social media line of
attack and a communication-relationship-building course of action to reach our desired
public, males and females ages 18 to 30. Press releases, public service announcements,
prototypes and a media list to expedite all of these strategies are can be found in the
campaign media kit and next section entitled Programming.

Traditional Media Strategy
We would like our initial BTGL campaign launch to be distributed first through a
grassroots approach targeting local mediums, such as local television stations,
newspapers and radio, and then grow our campaign by targeting our desired publics and
creating a social buzz in support of the greyhound racing sport with the expectation that
our campaign will spread to other publics. Much of the information that will be
distributed already exists on the NGA and AGC websites. The material can be integrated
as news (feature story) segments including sound bites and video clippings showcasing
live racing that are currently available through live streaming.
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Television
Information that will be administered via television mostly exists on the NGA and AGC
websites. The material can be integrated as news (feature story) segments and
commercials including sound bites and video clippings from live racing that are currently
available through live streaming.
For budgeting purposes, the commercials can be generic, stating the campaign’s name,
the tagline, “Greyt Runners,” and the slogan, “We’re Fast…We’re Loving…We’re
Greyt,” showcasing a short clip of a greyhound race and providing a contact (namely the
NGA and AGC website) for more information regarding one’s local or nearest track.
Feature story segments will incorporate a more local approach by allowing local track
members the opportunity to visit with their media outlets to highlight their location,
discuss upcoming events, showcase the BTGL T-shirt and announce featured prizes and
available bidding vouchers.
These televised segments should also be archived on the NGA or AGC website, or an
entirely new website dedicated specifically to greyhound racing feature stories including
all local greyhound racetracks, along with winners updates and a forum to allow viewer
comments and viewer engaging activities.
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Newspaper
Television news stations may broadcast selective stories, especially if the story is not
considered hard news or time sensitive. Therefore, newspapers are another alternative in
showcasing feature stories of local tracks, dog owners, greyhounds themselves and the
impact that the sport is making on the community in which they operate. Additionally,
feature stories are generally longer and will give the reader the opportunity to be able to
spend time reading and looking over photos versus listening to a two-minute segment.
Although it has been said that the newspaper industry is folding, newspapers have already
began to establish their presence online and the convergence between papers and
technology devices exist, so garnering attention through newspapers cannot be ruled out
as an opportunity for our campaign. In establishing efforts through newspapers, we will
target at least two local newspapers for each selected track including one daily newspaper
and one weekly newspaper. Our goal would be to ensure that each article will be posted
on the newspaper’s online portal as well as in the printed edition if both exists.

Radio
Like a commercial announcement for the campaign, a radio PSA (approx. $500+/week)
can also be generic, so that it can be aired in all cities with greyhound racetracks. A
universal PSA will also help us to stay in alignment with budget restraints and ensure that
we provide a consistent message to our viewers and listeners. The radio PSA’s will also
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state the campaign’s name, tagline and slogan, incorporate a sound-bite and provide a
contact to find their local or nearest track and a plug to the NGA and AGC website.
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Social Media Strategy
As noted in the SWOT Analysis, there is a lack of social media presence on behalf of
NGA, AGC and all of the individual racetracks. Outside of traditional media channels,
our public of adults ages 18-30 gain most of their information online from social media
platforms. In fact, a 2012 Mashable case study involving social media demographics
supports these findings showing results that suggest more than 66 percent of adults in
general have a social media account and at least 50 percent of them are in the range of
our target public. Many publics searching for information gravitate toward social media
to find out more about the organization such as what the organization offers and why it
should matter or how it’s impactful. Therefore, it is important to disseminate the
campaign’s message through these avenues. We propose these platforms, Twitter,
Facebook, Instagram and YouTube.

Twitter
It is in NGA and AGC’s interest to use Twitter to be able to quickly inform their
audience about news, special events and important information updates regarding the
greyhound races and the organization. Twitter is a suitable platform to reach our desired
audience. The demographic of Twitter is mostly ages 18-20; however, increasing
numbers of older ages are joining the platform. Twitter is formatted like a blog, in which
users can post texts, links, images and short videos in 140 characters or less. In addition,
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Twitter is the main platform for the development of hashtags, which is a valuable tool for
campaign success to be able to attract a wider audience, and allow users to engage in a
larger community with combining interests with an opportunity to be exposed to a
specific word or phrase. Twitter is fast and easy, which is why Twitter has more than 271
million users. For the organization, this is a wonderful customer service tool with access
to strong analytics.

Facebook
Facebook is the second largest social media platform, and because of this it would be a
beneficial tool to raise awareness for the greyhound racing sport. A 2014 study provided
by the Pew Research Center shows that the Facebook demographic is shifting from teens
to adults. With seventy-four percent of adults with social media accounts, the majority of
them utilize Facebook versus other social media platforms. On the other hand, 68 percent
of college students still use Facebook as one of their main pages for social media. Over
the years, many additional features have been integrated into the Facebook portal, such as
live feeds, advertisements on homepages, Like buttons and embedding capabilities,
which can all help to support the success of the greyhound racing sport. Additionally,
Facebook is free and has reaped benefits for several businesses through cause marketing
techniques.
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[For example: The 2014 Ice Bucket Challenge was a video created by an unknown
source that went viral during the months of July and August advocating people to
dump a bucket of ice over their head to create awareness and raise funds for
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) also known as Lou Gehrig's disease. The ice
bucket challenge reached celebrity acceptance and prominent people began
pouring buckets of ice over their heads in support of the cause. Although the direct
source of this example is unknown, the purpose of the video became a success in
spreading awareness through the use of doing a simple challenge.]
To raise awareness for the greyhound breed an idea for a similar challenge with a
twist to it could be a Greyhound Dog of the Week challenge, which wouldn’t have
to be limited to owners with dogs involved in racing, but all greyhound dog
owners as a whole. The idea, like the ice bucket challenge, is to bring awareness
and attention to the dogs and their unique character, which will then spark
curiosity into the sport and the industry alike.
Additionally, the NGA already has a Facebook account where new updates are posted
about once a week. However, the page is geared more toward existing members and not
necessarily intended for attracting new ones. In light of this, we propose further
developing the page, adding more current and relevant information, utilizing the event
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invitation option to invite persons to upcoming events that are posted and seeking new
likes (supporters).

Instagram
Instagram is another effective social media platform that will be used to reach our target
audience. The demographic of Instagram consists mainly of ages 18-29, with more than
200 million users. The generation we desire to reach is becoming increasingly visual and
wants something to see and feel, such as graphs, videos and photos. This platform is a
wonderful organization tool, because Instagram is an “untapped” audience by many
brands, organizations and companies.
We propose this platform because the organization can use Instagram to posts pictures
and videos to engage and excite our audience. Instagram does not have much access to
analytics; however, users can “LIKE” and comment on photos and videos, which allows
the organization to measure the excitement and interest of the audience quickly and
provide happenings in real-time as one would on Twitter.

YouTube
YouTube is an exemplary way to publish videos in a setting where people are always
searching for videos to watch. By developing a YouTube channel for the greyhound
racing sport, we will create a page that will allow people to choose to watch and listen to
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information regarding the sport of greyhound racing instead of reading about it.
Currently, there are more than 1 billion users who watch videos on YouTube each month.
The most important reason we will operate a YouTube account is because the platform
reaches more U.S. people ages 18-34 than any other cable network, which is in the exact
range of our target audience. While Twitter, Facebook and Instagram all allow for the
posting of videos, YouTube users have the advantage of posting longer videos.
YouTube’s attributes contain a greater bandwidth for videos, a publicized count
showcasing the number of times the video was viewed, and an option to like or dislike a
video, and suggested videos along the right hand side that are relative to the video
currently being viewed.
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Communication and Relationship Building Strategy
Reputation, rebranding, and relationship building are key to bringing the existing
greyhound racetracks back to a profitable state, grow attendance at the greyhound racing
tracks and increase the success of the National Greyhound Association and the American
Greyhound Council. To do so, we propose these special events in an effort to earn the
attention from a younger generation: providing college campus awareness booths, hosting
a college night, incorporating a local celebrity host and implementing a meet and greet
involving adoption agencies. These events will be fun and out of the ordinary from the
regular greyhound dog races.

Campus Awareness Booth
In an effort to introduce and bring awareness to the greyhound racing sport, members of
the National Greyhound Association and the American Greyhound Council should have
booths set up on participating campuses that are located in close proximity to select
racetracks. The booths would provide information about the animals, races and adoption.
In order to reach our target public for the greyhound racing sport, the demographic
description of our booth representative would either be a chosen brand ambassador or a
campus student age 18-30. During the event, photos will be uploaded to Instagram,
Twitter and Facebook and will provide updated tweets, posts and photos to increase
media awareness and to draw attention to the campus booths.
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Celebrity Host
A local celebrity will be brought to each track to host one racing. The celebrity will be
chosen by track management and should be well-known to members of the community
and currently in the local media with regard to their honorable work. He or she should be
able to bring together people of different races, cultures and beliefs. This person should
be capable of holding the crowds attention and be energetic. He or she must also know
when to be serious while explaining the adoption aspect of the initiative, and should be
able to give detailed information regarding the racetracks, the NGA, the AGC and the
dogs. For budgeting purposes, this event will be heavily publicized in advance due to
their only hosting one racing event.

College Night
On college night, there will be free food and trivia games provided to guests at the tracks,
similar to a carnival or a fair. Food and games, according to our survey findings, makes
the event more student-friendly and family oriented. Students who have children will be
able to bring their children, which could be a bonding event for them. Music will be
provided between races, with a specialized form of entertainment included in each event.
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Adoption Agencies Meet and Greet
April is recognized as National Greyhound Adoption Month, which is a great time to host
a meet and greet event within local adoption agencies. The meet and greet will be
between the racing dogs and their owners, persons interested in adopting or have
questions about the lifestyle of a greyhound. This should be a free event with light
refreshments provided.
A meet and greet at the tracks is a great way to introduce the dogs to the audience, who
may only be familiar with the betting aspect of the sport. A meet and greet booth at the
tracks and with the adoption agencies will provide a personal touch for audience
members to engage, interact and learn more about why greyhounds are fast, loving and
“GreyT.”
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Programming
This section provides:
1) a detailed overview of the specific tactics used to execute the BTGL campaign
2) a justification for why these specific tactics are being used over others
3) a timeline of when each element of the campaign should be implemented
4) prototypes such as press releases, info pamphlet and the BTGL t-shirt and
5) a budget proposal that adheres to the $125,000 cap set forth by NGA and AGC.
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Tactics
Goal one: (Reputation) Enhance the appreciation for the sport of greyhound racing
by men and women ages 18-30 by increasing the positive media circulating, circulating
about greyhound racing, by 30 percent by December 2015. The tactics to accomplish this
include:
●

Greyhound dog owners, local kennels and adoptive owners of retired dogs conduct
interviews with their local news stations to provide insight of operations,
guidelines and the life beyond the lines of racing.

●

Promote National Greyhound Adoption month (April) by preparing an event
called “Visit Day” for the public to view and interact with greyhound dogs who
are up for adoption, obtain knowledge from adoptive sources and learn about other
local/nearby events from the “Visit Day” booths set up.

●

Create print and online information pamphlets highlighting the sport, the
guidelines in place and a map with track locations.

●

Distribute generic PSAs for radio advertising to encourage visiting the NGA
website for more information and to find a track near you.

●

Generate a generic PSA for television showcasing the Greyt Runners in action.
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Goal two: (Relationship) goal to increase the relationship between Millennials and
the sport of greyhound racing by employing the attendance objective to increase
attendance by 25 percent at the major tracks, i.e., Southland,by December 2015, by
educating and informing the proposed target through traditional media and social media
will be achieved with the following tactics:
●

Host a local College Night event at the major tracks with reduced admittance fee,
a $5 wagering voucher, and raffle giveaways.

●

Hire a male and female “Brand Ambassador,” ages 18-30, directly recruiting from
respective colleges/vocational schools that are nearby the tracks associated with
the “Between the Grey Lines” campaign, to promote the “College Night” events.

●

Develop corporate sponsorships. Ideal sponsorships include PetSmart, PetCo and
Animal City, but large chains are favored as well, such as Walmart, Target, Best
Buy, Radio Shack, Bank of America and others who have a reputation
for donating generously.

●

Develop a positive Internet channel within the blogger community that links race
communities and greyhound bloggers.

●

Create a relationship between the greyhound racing sport and local 5k, 10k and
marathon runners to initiate a positive local, regional and national buzz about the
role of greyhounds as active running dogs.

●

Engage a well-known celebrity who feels strongly about the sport as a public
figure who will drive national awareness about the world of greyhound racing.

●

Both sell and give away the “Between the Grey Lines” t-shirts, which expose the
campaign’s hashtag “#GreytRunners,” along with the NGA’s website.
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Goal three: (Task) goal to establish a greater local and online presence for greyhound
racing by utilizing the action objective to create new social media accounts on Twitter,
Facebook, Instagram and YouTube with at least 1,000 followers for each by December
2015 will depend on the following tactics:
●

Share the sport and NGA and AGC websites via social media platforms.

●

Create Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube accounts, monitoring them on
Hootsuite.

●

Utilize the hashtag “#GreytRunners” to encourage followers to participate and
synchronize all of the audience’s individual postings for a generalized view.

●

Create a “GreytRunner of the Week” photo contest where greyhound dog owners
can submit their favorite photos of their pet. Voting can be NGA/AGC officeselected or open to other followers by the number of likes the photo receives.

●

Synchronize social media platforms to official website to display a live feed of
current updates.

●

Develop multiple mobile marketing keywords that can be used for a variety of
audience groups interested in receiving mobile updates. Alerts would be short
announcements, reminders or links to things posted on the site, such as a feature
article that was added.

●

i.e., Text “GreytRunners” 55469. Other keywords could include
“NGAMembers,” “SouthlandRunners,” etc.
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Justification of Tactics
Between the Grey Lines campaign focuses on creating awareness and receiving
acceptance of the greyhound sport through local events, establishing ties within the
community and building a greater online presence. Above all, this campaign utilizes the
benefits that having social media platforms entails.
Social media are the highest uses of the Internet in our generation, so to justify why
implementing social media is an important aspect within our plan is simple: Facebook
groups are great for sharing information, pictures and hosting discussion forums. Twitter
is useful in sharing links to other media that are posted whether they are the latest feature
story on the site, a special event coming up at a local track or to make an announcement.
(After creating a test page on Twitter, we were immediately followed by Greyhound
news,) one of many other sources dedicated to showing the sport in a positive light.
Instagram displays photos and 15-second video clips, which is useful in displaying our
proposed greyhound dog of the week or snippets of races. YouTube allows the same
features but includes longer videos and no photo posts. With social media, we can reach a
majority of our target public.
Through social media, we are able to provide the tools necessary in order for people to
become more aware of and exposed to the greyhound racing sport, to understand and to
learn about greyhound racing and why it is important. This has a great impact on those
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who don’t believe they have an interest or know anyone who has or frequents racing
events.
An information booth on a college campus would attract people whether or not they
take part in greyhound racing or own greyhound dogs themselves. Campuses are filled
with a large student body, which allows for a large number of people to learn more about
the sport, attend the events and engage with the NGA staff. Such an event will also allow
people to ask questions about the races. To others it provides an opportunity to pick up a
brochure or watch a video that plays live (or recorded) racing taking place to demonstrate
what racing is all about. Because it’s impossible for the NGA staff to be active within all
the campuses near areas where racing takes place, Brand Ambassadors are needed.
Ambassadors will need training and perhaps a small compensation. With thorough
training and motivation their efforts will go a long way for the two organizations, the
campaign and themselves. Ambassadors will be the forefront of providing awareness
within the target audience of our campaign and will serve as great informants of the
proposed College Night, another unique way of engaging our target audience.
Scheduling a Meet and Greet during National Adoption month (April) is a great way
of exposing the sport and all the humane efforts of the industry to ensure dogs receive
quality care before, during and after their careers. A meet and greet with the adoption
agencies will help to expand the sport by doing the following: bring about awareness that
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the sport exists and it’s alive and well, tap into an underdeveloped audience participation
group, males and females between the ages of 18-30, bring a personal experience not
provided at the track to learn about the opportunity and excitement of the sport by talking
with persons directly involved.

Having a familiar face to represent the greyhound racing sport, such as a celebrity host,
would be ideal in reaching and forming relationships with Millennials. Many want to
learn, talk and hear about a topic from somebody that they can trust versus someone that
they don’t know. Celebrities have a lot of credibility when it comes to selling a product
or service because they have a larger following of people who talk about them or listen to
them on a regular basis. The greyhound races needs a speaker who is likeable and can
share the importance of the sport with our demographic.
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Prototypes
Below you will find example documents that will be used to execute the goals and
objectives of the Between the Grey Lines campaign.
These documents include:
A. a press release announcing the campaign
B. A radio script to announce college night
C. a press release announcing National Greyhound Adoption Month (April) Visit
Day, the meet and greet with greyhound adoption agencies
D. a press release announcing Celebrity Host
E. an informative pamphlet of NGA and AGC
F. a BTGL T-shirt for both profit and give-aways
G. Media List
H. Greyhound Parks and College Partnerships
I. Participating Pet Adoption Facilities
Other prototypes included are exemplar looks of social media profiles hypothetically created.
J. Twitter
K. Instagram
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A. a press release announcing the campaign
PRESS CONTACT:

MELINDA LORGE

555-555-5555

melindalorge@PRHouse.com

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

The National Greyhound Association and American Greyhound Council
launch Between the Grey Lines campaign January 2015
Abilene, Kansas. – December 1, 2014—The National Greyhound Association and American Greyhound Council are proud to announce and
launch Between the Grey Lines campaign to showcase the beauty of the greyhound racing industry, on and off the race tracks.
“We’re fast, we’re loving, we’re greyt” is what we want participants to know says NGA representative Garry Guccione who further explains
“Greyhounds love to run, that’s what they were born to do”!
With 23 active race tracks throughout the nation, Between the Grey Lines takes one virtually through the life of breeding, training and excelling
on the tracks. Various guest appearances, door prizes and even a college event are underway in 2015. Between the Grey Lines will also feature up close
and personal experiences with kennel and dog owners who make racing possible along with adoption agencies committed to placing retired dogs
with safe and loving families.
The National Greyhound Association and the American Greyhound Council are going social. Please join us on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and
YouTube. Join in on the conversation and tweet us with the handle #GreytRunners. For more information about Between the Grey Lines, the NGA,
AGC or for local track information, please visit NGAGreyhounds.com or agcouncil.com.

###

For tickets and/or more information visit: www.prhouse.com
PRHOUSE, is a boutique independent firm that maintains the slogan “Home of Pursuing Reality,” and specializes in establishing a recognition
for companies through targeting local mediums. The PRHOUSE brings to existence the reality of each client’s potential and current state by
creating campaigns and representing clients the best way possible. The PRHOUSE is made up of a team of four people specializing in planning,
research, creativity and management.
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B. A Radio PSA announcing college night

1301 EAST MAIN ST., MURFREESBORO, TN 37132

Contact: National Greyhound Assoc.

PHONE: 615-898-2233

Public Relations Director

WWW.PRHOUSE.COM

212-582-2134

GREYHOUND RACES PRESENT COLLEGE NIGHT
For Use: March 15–30
Length: 30 Seconds
Announcer:

“CALLING ALL COLLEGE STUDENTS! TRACK NAMEAND NATIONAL GREYHOUND ASSOCIATION ARE
SPONSORING A COLLEGE NIGHT FOR ALL COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES IN THE SURROUNDING AREAS
OF X, Y, and Z. YOU’VE NEVER EXPERIENCED GREYHOUND RACING LIKE THIS BEFORE.
THERE’LL BE GOOD, MUSIC AND GAMES FOR ALL AGES, ALONG WITH LIVE GREYHOUND RACING.
MAKE BETS, SIP WITH FRIENDS AND ENJOY BEING A COLLEGE STUDENT.BRING YOUR COLLEGE ID
AND GET HALF OFF THE ENTRANCE FEE. TRACK NAME IS LOCATED AT COMPLETE ADDRESS.
COLLEGE NIGHT RUNS FROM 4 P.M. ‘TIL 9 P.M. FOR QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS, CALL US AT 80-0-4-6-7-6-1-8-2.”
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C. Press release announcing National Greyhound Adoption Month (April) Visit Day
PRESS CONTACT:

MELINDA LORGE

555-555-5555

melindalorge@PRHouse.com

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
The National Greyhound Association Partners with Local Pet Adoption Agencies to Celebrate National Greyhound
Adoption Month
PET ADOPTION AGENCY, to partner with RACETRACK (DATE) for Visit and Preview Day

NASHVILLE, Tenn. – December 1, 2015 – As the Between the Grey Lines campaign began January 1, 2015 to showcase the beauty of the
greyhound racing industry, the National Greyhound Association and American Greyhound Council who partner with various pet adoption
agencies will join forces to celebrate National Greyhound Adoption Month during the month of April with a Visit and Preview Day. A local event
will be held at RACETRACK on DATE from TIME-TIME.
The event will provide door prizes, pet-friendly games, refreshments and information regarding pet adoption. The adoption day event acts as
a meet and greet in an effort to introduce the greyhound racing dogs to their owners, and those who are interested in adopting a pet or have any
questions about the greyhound lifestyle.
The National Greyhound Association, the sole registry of the greyhound racing industry, and the American Greyhound Council, dedicated to
regulations and welfare, are deeply committed to ensuring safety for all greyhounds on and off the tracks. This includes finding loving and
caring homes for all retired race dogs. Currently, the adoption rate of retired dogs is 90 percent but our goal is to reach 100!
More information and a list of all participating adoption agencies can be found about the National Greyhound Association website,
NGAGreyhounds.com or the American Greyhound Council website at agcouncil.com
###

For tickets and/or more information visit: www.prhouse.com
PRHOUSE, is a boutique independent firm that maintains the slogan “Home of Pursuing Reality,” and specializes in establishing a recognition
for companies through targeting local mediums. The PRHOUSE brings to existence the reality of each client’s potential and current state by
creating campaigns and representing clients the best way possible. The PRHOUSE is made up of a team of four people specializing in planning,
research, creativity and management.
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D. Celebrity Hosts PSA
PRESS CONTACT:

MELINDA LORGE

555-555-5555

melindalorge@PRHouse.com

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

The National Greyhound Association, Between the Grey Lines campaign announces Celebrity Hosts
CELEBRITY NAME to Host at RACETRACK DATE

Abilene, Kansas. – February 1, 2015—The Between the Grey Lines has experienced great success since its launch in January and
now it gets better as CELEBRITY NAME has been selected to host at RACE COURSE on August 1, 2015 to assist in spreading
awareness about the great industry of greyhound racing sport.
The event will include food, small and large prizes, live entertainment and a chance to get to understand the world of greyhound
racing as kennel and dog owners will be available there to answer questions about what it takes to participate in greyhound
racing.
“We are very excited about introducing a well-known face where people will be able to listen and learn from someone they trust
and respect,” said Jackie Smith, the PR House’s Account Executive.
Between the Grey Lines takes on the challenge of bridging the gap between young and old generations and establish a connection
between greyhounds, greyhound track events and local audiences. The “Between the Grey Lines” campaign is an initiative that
puts forth an effort to change the way people think about the welfare of greyhound racing dogs and the tracks that are currently
up and running.
For more information, visit NGAgreyounds.com. Join us on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram or YouTube and remember to tweet us
using #GreytRunners.
###

For tickets and/or more information visit: www.prhouse.com
PRHOUSE, is a boutique independent firm that maintains the slogan “Home of Pursuing Reality,” and specializes in establishing a recognition
for companies through targeting local mediums. The PRHOUSE brings to existence the reality of each client’s potential and current state by
creating campaigns and representing clients the best way possible. The PRHOUSE is made up of a team of four people specializing in planning,
research, creativity and management.
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E. Informative NGA and AGC pamphlet brochures

This pamphlet will be given out at all racing events, as well as in the information booths
held on college campuses and the National Greyhound Adoption Visit Days.

Front
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Back
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F. BTGL T-shirt

Front
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Back
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G. Media List
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H. Greyhound Parks and College Partnerships

The BTGL Campaign will partner with a total of 27 colleges and universities within close
proximity of 13 selected racetracks. We will aim to target at least one small college and
one large university. Additionally, our goal is to pitch to each college’s student-run
newspaper, radio station or other media outlet. Establishing a presence in these local
areas and combining media with word-of-mouth through selected student ambassadors
will create more awareness for track events.
APACHE GREYHOUND PARK TARGETED UNIVERSITIES:
1. Northern Arizona University
● Distance: 2.5 hrs.
● Student Body: 27k
2. Arizona State University
● Distance: 37 min
● Student Body: 60k
3. University of Arizona
● Distance: 2 hrs.
● Student Body: 42k
BIRMINGHAM RACE COURSE TARGETED UNIVERSITIES:
1. University of Alabama
● Distance: 54 min.
● Student Body: 36k
2.. Birmingham Southern College
● Distance: 22 min.
● Student Body: 1k
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GULF COAST RACING TARGETED UNIVERSITIES:
1. Texas A&M
● Distance: 19 min.
● Student Body: 10k
BLUFFS RUN GREYHOUND PARK TARGETED UNIVERSITIES:
1. Iowa Western Community
● Distance: 13 min.
● Student Body: 5k
CLOVERLEAF GREYHOUND TRACK TARGETED UNIVERSITIES:
1. University of Northern Colorado
● Distance: 1 hrs. 7 min.
● Student Body: 12k
2. University of Colorado Boulder
● Distance: 49 min
● Student Body: 30k
3. Colorado State University
● Distance: 23 min
● Student Body: 31k
HINSDALE GREYHOUND PARK TARGETED UNIVERSITIES:
1. Keene State
● Distance: 32 min.
● Student Body: 5k
2. Dartmouth College
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● Distance: 1 hrs. 14 min.
● Student Body: 6k
LINCOLN PARK TARGETED UNIVERSITIES:
1. University of Michigan
● Distance: 1.5 hrs.
● Student Body: 43k
2. Henry Ford Community College
● Distance: 1 hr. 6 min.
● Student Body: 18k
MOBILE GREYHOUND PARK TARGETED UNIVERSITIES:
3. University of South Alabama
● Distance: 19 min.
● Student Body:
NAPLES FT. MYERS GREYHOUND RACING & POKER TARGETED
UNIVERSITIES:
1. University of Miami
● Distance: 2 hrs.
● Student Body: 16k
2. Florida International University
● Distance: 1 hrs. 50 min.
● Student Body: 50k
SHORLINE STAR GREYHOUND TRACK TARGETED UNIVERSITIES:
1.. University of Connecticut
● Distance: 1.5 hrs.
● Student Body: 30k
2.. Yale University
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● Distance: 23 min
● Student Body:
SOUTHLAND GAMING AND RACING TARGETED UNIVERSITIES:
1. University of Memphis
● Distance: 22 min.
● Student Body: 21k
2. Middle Tennessee State University
● Distance: 4 hrs.
● Student Body: 21k
WEELING ISLAND RT & CASINO TARGETED UNIVERSITIES:
1. West Liberty University
● Distance: 27 min.
● Student Body: 2k
2. West Virginia University
● Distance: 1 hrs. 19 min.
● Student Body: 29k
3. Marshall University
● Distance: 1 hr. min
● Student Body: 13k
WONDERLAND GREYHOUND PARK TARGETED UNIVERSITIES:
1. Harvard University
● Distance: 21 min.
● Student Body:
2. University of Massachusetts Boston
● Distance: 16 min
● Student Body: 15k
3. Boston University
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● Distance: 14 min
● Student Body: 33k
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I Participating Pet Adoption Facilities

PARTICIPATING PET ADOPTION FACILITIES
Blue= Animal Adoption Agency
Black= Greyhound Racetrack

Apache Greyhound Park
● Paws And Claws
Birmingham Race Course
● Greater Birmingham Humane Society
Gulf Coast Racing
● Gulf Coast Humane Society
Bluffs Run Greyhound Park
● Midlands Humane Association
Mobile Greyhound Park
● It’s A Grey Area Greyhound Adoption
Naples Ft. Myers Greyhound Racing & Poker
● Elite Greyhound Adoptions
Cloverleaf Greyhound Track
● Colorado Animal Rescue
Hinsdale Greyhound Park
● Rosemont Labradors
Lincoln Park
● Michigan Humane Society
Shorline Star Greyhound Track
● Connecticut Greyhound Adoption
Southland Gaming And Racing
● Midsouth Greyhound Adoption
Weeling Island Rt & Casino
● Marshall County Animal Shelter
Wonderland Greyhound Park
●

Melrose Humane Society
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J. Twitter

Social Media accounts for the NGA could utilize the same username: TheGreytLines. It’s
catchier than just NGA or AGC. It also goes hand-in-hand with the campaign title and
demonstrates our end goal—to bring awareness, expose a new group of people and
continuously build upon the brand that greyhound racing is a great sport. All Twitter,
Facebook and Instagram names can be changed. YouTube, however, cannot.
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Twitter example continued

Immediately after creating a page, we got our first follower, who just so happened to be
an organization dedicated to advocating the sport and sharing greyhound related news.
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K. Instagram

Picture on the left. Video on the right.

*Information from the NGA website.
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Timeline
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Budget
We have included both a high and low budget.
The high budget totals at $125,000.08. In this campaign, we chose to spend the most money on
advertising (i.e., print ads, radio ads, brand ambassadors, t-shirts). The second most amount of
money went towards event funding (i.e., entertainment/bands, food, pamphlets). Other small
purchases went to office materials and supplies. We believe with the correct advertising, the
“Between the Grey Lines” campaign will be a huge success to the future of the NGA and AGC.
Therefore, $102,516, 82 percent of the budget, went towards advertising and promotion.
The low budget totals at $96,555.08. In the first proposal we chose extreme advertising, running
a total of 116 print ads throughout the campaign, and running two weeks worth of radio
advertising at twelve different radio stations. Those areas are underlined in the low budget.
Another option for budgeting, would be to cut down the cost of radio advertising and print
advertising. Those areas are underlined in the low budget. This method saves a total of $28,445.
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High Budget
QTY

n/a

DESCRIPTION

LINE TOTAL

LOCAL BANDS/MUSICIANS (“Celebrity” Host Nights)
$3500
(max)

$3500

At Chorpus Christi Greyhound Racetrack (example
musician: Alex de Hoyus)

$1000 (max)

$1000

At Clover Leaf Greyhound Track (example band: Raising
Cain)

$5452 (max)

$5452

At Southland Gaming and Racing (example band: Jamie
Baker & The VIPs)

$4000 (max)

$4000

At Wheeling Island Racetrack and Casino (example
band: Allen Cruz & The Galaxy)

$2000 (max)

$2000

$8/hr (30
hrs of work
a student)

$25950

$2/pack

$8

$12

$1296

$1.29/ea
(+setup fee
& shipping)

$688.91

$2.47/ea
(+setup fee,
free
shipping)

$667.50

$6.39/bag

$1278

$12

$18000

$60/month

$720

At Birmingham Race Course (example band: MissUsed)
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UNIT PRICE

BRAND AMBASSADORS (Campus Awareness Booths)
2 male, 2 female at each 27 targeted universities

4

Name tags (packs with 30 in ea.)

108

T-shirts -” #Greytrunners” (worn by brand
ambassadors)
PRIZES (Disbursed at events)

500

Key chains (via discountmugs.com)

250

Mugs (via discountmugs.com)

200

Dog treats- 4 oz. bags (via chewy.com)
ADVERTISING/PROMOTIONS

1500

T-shirts - “#GreytRunners”

n/a

Mobile marketing - 3 keywords, 2000 mssgs (via Text
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Alertz.com)
n/a

Text Alertz - 2000 addt’l keywords & addt’l 1000 mssgs

$40/month

$480

Commercial Radio Ads, (30 sec spots-running for 2 wks
ea.):
14

KSBZ

$168

$2352

14

KKTX

$30

$420

14

KFTX

$30

$420

14

WALA FOX News

$83

$1162

14

WPOW

$194

$2716

14

KCOL

$194

$2716

14

WYRY

$54

$756

14

Connecticut Public Radio

$279

$3906

14

KWEM

$60

$840

14

WWVA

$30

$420

14

WOVK

$30

$420

14

WJDA

$453

$6342

116

Print ads (ran throughout campaign)

apprx $300
per ad/wk

$34800

$10

$30

$16/pack

$1008

OFFICE/MISCELLANEOUS
3

Jump drives

63

Drink refreshments- 24pack, 24oz bottles (for
Adoption/Visit Day event)

60

Snack refreshments- 50ct. boxes (for use of College
Night & Visit Day)

$12/box

$720

5000

Printed pamphlets, via PressGeek.com (to give away at
booths/events)

$784+
$147.67
shipping

931.67

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL
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Low Budget

QTY

n/a

DESCRIPTION

LINE TOTAL

LOCAL BANDS/MUSICIANS (“Celebrity” Host Nights)
$3500
(max)

$3500

At Chorpus Christi Greyhound Racetrack (example
musician: Alex de Hoyus)

$1000 (max)

$1000

At Clover Leaf Greyhound Track (example band: Raising
Cain)

$5452 (max)

$5452

At Southland Gaming and Racing (example band: Jamie
Baker & The VIPs)

$4000 (max)

$4000

At Wheeling Island Racetrack and Casino (example
band: Allen Cruz & The Galaxy)

$2000 (max)

$2000

$8/hr (30
hrs of work
a student)

$25950

$2/pack

$8

$12

$1296

$1.29/ea
(+setup fee
& shipping)

$688.91

$2.47/ea
(+setup fee,
free
shipping)

$667.50

$6.39/bag

$1278

At Birmingham Race Course (example band: MissUsed)

108

UNIT PRICE

BRAND AMBASSADORS (Campus Awareness Booths)
2 male, 2 female at each 27 targeted universities

4

Name tags (packs with 30 in ea.)

108

T-shirts -” #Greytrunners” (worn by brand
ambassadors)
PRIZES (Disbursed at events)

500

Key chains (via discountmugs.com)

250

Mugs (via discountmugs.com)

200

Dog treats- 4 oz. bags (via chewy.com)
ADVERTISING/PROMOTIONS
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1500

T-shirts - “#GreytRunners”

$12

$18000

n/a

Mobile marketing - 3 keywords, 2000 mssgs (via Text
Alertz.com)

$60/month

$720

n/a

Text Alertz - 2000 addt’l keywords & addt’l 1000 mssgs

$40/month

$480

Commercial Radio Ads, (30 sec spots-running for 1 wk
ea.):
7

KSBZ

$168

$1176

7

KKTX

$30

$210

7

KFTX

$30

$210

7

WALA FOX News

$83

$581

7

WPOW

$194

$1358

7

KCOL

$194

$1358

7

WYRY

$54

$378

7

Connecticut Public Radio

$279

$1953

7

KWEM

$60

$420

7

WWVA

$30

$210

7

WOVK

$30

$210

7

WJDA

$453

$3171

58

Print ads (ran throughout campaign)

apprx $300
per ad/wk

$17400

$10

$30

$16/pack

$1008

OFFICE/MISCELLANEOUS
3

Jump drives

63

Drink refreshments- 24pack, 24oz bottles (for
Adoption/Visit Day event)

60

Snack refreshments- 50ct. boxes (for use of College
Night & Visit Day)

$12/box

$720

5000

Printed pamphlets, via PressGeek.com (to give away at
booths/events)

$784+
$147.67
shipping

931.67

SUBTOTAL
TOTAL
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Evaluation
In order to fully achieve success in our Between the Grey Lines campaign, we have
created evaluation criteria that, first, constructively assesses the needs of both NGA and
the AGC and, secondly, identifies a measurement technique to determine how well our
one-year campaign satisfies those needs to best promote the greyhound racing industry.
Between the Grey Lines is designed to accomplish three main goals: 1) increase
awareness for the greyhound racing sport in support of its track events 2) enhance the
visual appearance of the greyhound racing sport to conform to the attitudes of the
younger generations and 3) establish a greater online presence for greyhound racing by
December 2015.The following evaluation measures the effectiveness of the campaign in
terms of how well the tactics enforce the main objectives. It should be noted that research
came limited and therefore results are on a trial and error. Nonetheless, results will
determine whether or not the chosen target audience will benefit from the campaign and
whether or not the greyhound sport can be restored back to its most prosperous time.
I. Objective: To drive awareness of the greyhound racing sport and it’s tracks by
increasing positive local media circulating near each track. To achieve success, we will
provide PSAs, press releases, updates to our YouTube channel and promote events and
media tours near each track. In support of our awareness objective, we will aim to reach
our demographic attendance to each track by 25 percent collectively, as measured by the
December 31 2015. This objective requires evaluation on a monthly basis, by analyzing
the following:
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Were correspondence documents released this month?
Were two involved persons (from any racing district) featured locally this month?
Were three press releases issued from any district with greyhound racing
information?
Was at least one video (winner’s highlights, promo video, racing and tournament
event announcements, adoption highlight, kennel operator of the month, etc.)
uploaded per week to the YouTube channel for this month?
Did this month’s uploaded video receive at least 500 views?
How many new subscribers did the YouTube channel gain this month?________
● Up by ________ or down by __________ from last month (_________)?
Was any negative press released this month by any other sources?
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●
●

● Was there rebuttal released for it?
What information has been distributed this month informing audience members
about participating adoption programs?
Were there at least one other special event hosted this month to bring awareness to
the organization and industry?

Accomplishing this objective requires the NGA and AGC to be more proactive in
encouraging local cities within the areas of the track to seek coverage from their local
media outlets, be it radio, print, bloggers, stations or advertising using direct-mail. By
using and adding to the media list provided, local tracks can establish a working
relationship with these various sources, along with college campuses, to build a favorable
persona to be recognized by the target market. Analytics for radio listeners and social
media analytics can be measured online through the frequency of visits to the
organization’s website and by utilizing numbered grids.
II Objective: To enhance the visual appearance of the greyhound racing sport, which
will be implemented by building relationships with other pro-greyhound racing
organizations, working with local colleges in support of the greyhound racing sport and
utilizing our social media channels in conjunction with our positive media timetable. For
measuring purposes, this objective is best analyzed by asking the following questions on
a monthly basis:
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

How many favorable organizations that embrace our industries greyhound racing
sport did we connect with this month?
Were two brand ambassadors working one college campus this month?
How many information booths were placed on college campuses. What kind of
feedback was received? What’s the level of interest in attending a College Night
event in early April?
Were there a minimum of one corporate sponsorship obtained this month whether
from a local track or on the national level?
How much exposure has been achieved from the social media sites? *Refer to goal
three evaluation criteria below?
Are there any racing events upcoming? Can we participate in their events?
How many “Between the Greyt Lines” shirts were sold this month?
Did we have at least one other special event hosted this month to enhance the
visual aspect of the organization and industry?
Were there at least one other special event hosted this month to enhance the visual
appearance of the organization and industry?
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●
●

Did we identify one new blogger or positive blogging channel this month to
connect with?
Did we gain coverage or track participants through our paid efforts in utilizing
prizes and merchandise?
III Objective: To establish a greater overall online presence of the greyhound
racing sport by focusing mainly on online promotions by creating and updating
various social media accounts (Twitter, Facebook, YouTube and Instagram)
and gaining at least 1,000 followers for each by December 31 2015.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Social media accounts including YouTube, Twitter and Instagram will be
evaluated using Hoot suite analytics software.
How many followers did each account gain this month?
Did we gain a significant number of followers such as a prominent blog or media
sources that take interest in our industry?
Did we post a minimum of two photos each week to our Instagram this month?
Did we post a minimum of five tweets each week to Twitter this month?
How many re-tweets were accumulated this month?
How many twitter handles that reach our target demographic were accumulated
this month?
Did we gain more followers this month compared to last month’s efforts?
Did anyone post positive or negative comments about our organization this
month?
To drive awareness of the greyhound racing sport and it’s tracks by increasing
positive local media circulating near each track. To achieve success, we will
provide PSAs, press releases, updates to our YouTube channel and promote
events and media tours near each track. In support of our awareness objective,
we will aim to reach our demographic attendance to each track by 25 percent
collectively, as measured by the December 31 2015. This objective requires
evaluation on a monthly basis, by analyzing the following: To enhance the
visual appearance of the greyhound racing sport, which will be implemented
by building relationships with other pro-greyhound racing organizations,
working with local colleges in support of the greyhound racing sport and
utilizing our social media channels in conjunction with our positive media
timetable. For measuring purposes, this objective is best analyzed by asking
the following questions on a monthly basis: To establish a greater overall
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online presence of the greyhound racing sport by focusing mainly on online
promotions by creating and updating various social media accounts (Twitter,
Facebook, YouTube and Instagram) and gaining at least 1,000 followers for
each by December 31 2015.
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The PR House Staff
Jacqueline “Jackie” E. Smith-Account Executive
Jacqueline “Jackie” Smith, 22, is a senior at Middle Tennessee State
University where she will graduate December 2014 with her Bachelors
in Mass Communications with a concentration in Public Relations and
minor studies in Health Care Services and Management. Smith plans to
pursue a career in Human Resources to work in recruiting, training and
development. Smith is passionate about performing ministry work and
helping people accomplish their goals. An entrepreneur, Smith also aspires to be an author and
provide scholarship, service and support to youth through her own company Jackie With a Heart.
Her personal motto comes from a famous saying by Maya Angelou “I've learned that people will
forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will never forget how you
made them feel.”
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Jasmine S. Liggins-Creative Director
Jasmine, 22, is a senior at Middle Tennessee State University
majoring in Public Relations double minors in Spanish and
Marketing. A Memphis, Tennessee native, Liggins graduated from
Collierville high school. She is the youngest and the only girl of five
boys which is where she gains her motherly instincts and passion for
family. Jasmine aspires to follow her mother's footsteps and become a Human Resources
manager one day within the media and communications industry. Jasmine lives by the simple
saying “Live each day like it’s your last!”
Lindsay D. Frierson-Research Director
Lindsay, 22 is a senior at Middle Tennessee State
University where she studies Public Relations and has
double minors in Marketing and Spanish. Frierson is a
member of the National Student Leadership Society and
serves as the PR Director of PRSSA (or Public Relations
Student Society of America). Her career aspirations are
to work in the creative department of a public relations
firm. Frierson enjoys being active, photography, designing and fashion and spending hours on
Pinterest. An anonymous saying keeps her inspired—“There will be obstacles. There will be
doubters. There will be mistakes. But with hard work, there are no limits.”
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Melinda A. Lorge-Editor and Planner
Melinda, 22, is currently a senior at Middle Tennessee State
University where she will receive her Bachelors of Science in
Public Relations with minors in Marketing and English May
2014. Lorge's credibility has been established through various
internships: News Channel 5's "CBS" affiliate for "Talk of the
Town” show (2013), Viacom’s corporate communications
intern at Country Music Television (CMT) (2014) and currently as a contributing writer for
Nashville Lifestyles Magazine, which makes her a great fit as planner and editor for the PR
House. Lorge’s motivation to enhance her career in public relations comes by the words of
George Orwen “Journalism is printing what someone else does not want printed; everything else
is public relations.”
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Appendix
(A) Primary Research Questionnaire
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(B) Primary Research Results
All the results from our survey can be found below. Again, this survey was conducted as
a convenience sample with a total of 106 participants where some answers were skipped
or inapplicable to individual participants. The following results are adopted from the
analytics of Survey Monkey.

1. What forms/types of gambling do you participate in? Choose all that apply.

2. How would you report your frequency of any form of gambling?

3. How many people do you know that own a greyhound dog?
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4. How much do you know about greyhound racing?

5. How did you become educated about greyhound racing? Check all that apply.

6. Have you ever attended a greyhound racing event? If yes, please state the
location.
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7. What promotions would likely encourage you to attend a greyhound racing
event?

8. Rate your likelihood of attending a greyhound race in the future?
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9. How open are you to adopting a retired, greyhound racing dog?

10.

Please circle your gender and age range
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